
1. Introduction
The exigency of humans is boosting the necessity of Smart Textiles in this modern era. A decade ago, envisioning sophisticated
outerwear with several uses was considered a challenge. This study aims to create a jacket with 15 features; divided into 7
groups, including defense, sports, health, medical, women, and children safety mechanisms, 4 out of these 15 functions can be
controlled by an Android app, "Smart Jacket BUFT". To avoid nonrenewable energy sources, solar power and energy harvesting
technology to produce electricity from body heat and foot-powered energy were used, Smart jacket has embedded circuits and
sensors alone with AD8232, MAX30100, NEO6m GPS, and ESP32 microcontrollers & voice and app-control. It is hopping that,
his initial stage of growth and improvement will pave the way for subsequent activities.
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2. Objective
This project aims to link textiles, artificial intelligence, and technical elements. Besides creating a single jacket with a wide
range of capabilities, including areas for medical activities, lady safety features, and defense operations. 
Both hazardous and non-hazardous garbage used in jackets can be utilised to decrease waste and diminish the
environmental effect. 
To construct the renewable energy-based jacket. 
Adding Electrical Components to Textile Clothing, using a fabric flexible circuit and fabric PCB which is developed from the
high efficiency of conductive thread and it is developed from E-waste.
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The jacket includes a bunch of 15 features.

All of this jacket's functionalities are executed excellently.
Most of the features can be monitored by a mobile app. 
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3. 3D Visualisation 
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5. Features of Smart Jacket4. Methodology 
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9. Conclusion & Future work

The outcome of this research is to develop flexible electronics and textiles.
Initial invention and development should be a springboard. This smart jacket
would be added  Human hair-generated electricity, a flexible clothing tab, and a
button projector are innovative ideas and also included: blood pressure
measurement, body temperature, and galvanic skin resistance. The smart jacket
would have a web shooter, laser-burning glove, Carbon Dioxide spreading
system, and 100x zoom camera glasses. Mr. Doctor and Mr. Commander-like
microrobots were suggested and these would be hidden in flap pockets.
Future jackets may be A.I.-powered. Micro- and nanotechnology would be the
jacket more efficient, lighter, and comfortable.
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Development of The Smart Jacket Featured with Medical, Sports,  And Defense 
Attributes using Conductive Thread  and Thermoelectric Fabric.
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